**TURBO Analogue HD Cameras**

**ColorVu PoC Technology**

Video Signal & Power over one coax cable

- One cable solution
- Saving wiring costs
- Simple installation
- Saving labor costs
- 24/7 Colorful Imaging
- Saving maintenance time and costs

**PoC Technology**

- Power & Video Signal & Power over one coax cable
- PoC DVR
- PoC Camera

**Product Showcase**

**ColorVu Camera**

- DS-2CE10HFT-E
- DS-2CE12HFT-E
- Fixed Lens
- 5 MP 0.0005 lux 2.8/3.6 mm
- 20 m smart warm light

**Conventional Camera**

- DS-2CE72HFT-E
- 3D noise reduction IP67 PoC
- 20 m smart warm light

**ColorVu Technology**

- Large aperture
- F1.0 super aperture
- BBAR coating
- ED Optical glass
- Anti-glare diffusion lens
- Warm supplemental lighting

**PoC Technology**

- Power & Video Signal & Power over one coax cable
- PoC DVR
- PoC Camera

**Advanced Sensor**

- Vastly improves the utilisation of available light

**Fixed F1.0 Large Aperture**

- F1.0 Super Aperture
- Collects more light to produce a brighter image

**Exceptional Sensor**

- Further improves the utilisation of available light

**24/7 Colorful Imaging**

- 2.8 mm to 12 mm
- Excellent Performance from 2.8 mm to 12 mm

**Excellent Performance from 2.8 mm to 12 mm**

- 2.8 mm
- 12 mm